
The Folded Lie
David Weiss

J. Robert Lennon’s piece in last month’s Bookpress expressed 
our shared feelings on September 11th: stunned, fragile, 
dwarfed—our lives, overshadowed by an eruption of History, put 
into new perspective, which, just like that, made our daily con
cerns and interests, our pleasures and pains, seem beside the 
point. Only on occasion have Americans collectively experi
enced History as a trauma which takes precedence over our indi
vidual histories and alters our citizen-identity. At such times, if 
only for a while, we felt that the world had changed and we with 
it: Pearl Harbor, The Cuban missile crisis, the assassinations of 
John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King, and now The World 
Trade Center. These events induce a terror and awe made more 
potent by their communal dimension. They seem to summon up 
something new and indigestible, a terrible fusion of the real and 
the symbolic. They engender a strange intimacy. Something has 
happened to us each and to us all.

Who is to say what it is that’s happened? Well, everyone, it 
seems. Anyone with a microphone in hand, with a byline, with 
the cameras trained on him.

The most compelling voices, though, have been the sight- 
sickened, the grief-stricken voices, those who called from the 
planes or the towers to express, near the end, their love. 
Emptiest have been the voices of politics with their hollow, 
threadbare public language. Yet we listen, hungering for words 
that will express something of our common inner life, articu
late what we want to understand.

This is often what we turn to poetry for. Poetry Daily, at 
poems.com, displayed no poem on September 14th, the day of 
prayer and remembrance, as though to run a poem would have 
been inadequate, even disrespectful. This may have been the 
right thing to do. To highlight a poem oblivious to our new 
condition—“On my Grandfather’s Tractor,” for
instance—might have seemed egregious, stupid. Nevertheless, 
it’s true that our poetry rarely speaks in a public voice; the pri
vate voice is our authentic one, the one we trust. And certain
ly, because a poem must reach down to a stratum of discovered 
knowledge, the claims of instant topicality are unfair. A poem 
is not a speech. Or an address. A poet can only speak for oth
ers by speaking for and from him- or herself. “From our quar
rels with ourselves we make poetry,” wrote Yeats; “from our 
quarrels with others, we make rhetoric.” The president can 
address the nation, his speech writers hammering out the too- 
familiar words. Far harder for a poet.

The poem most widely circulated in the aftermath of The 
World Trade Center and Pentagon attacks seems to have been W. 
H. Auden’s “September 1, 1939,” its title the date Germany 
invaded Poland, an act that commenced the Second World War. 
But it’s less the poem’s apocalyptic gloom than its setting in New 
York City that has made it feel especially pertinent. It begins:

I sit in one of the dives 
On Fifty-second Street 
Uncertain and afraid 
As the clever hopes expire 
Of a low dishonest decade W. H. Auden

Jack Sherman

That first stanza ends, eerily:

The unmentionable odour of death
Offends the September night

This image was made literal on 9/11 in a way Auden never 
imagined.

The poem’s current popularity might well be due to this, and 
to Auden’s prophetic attention to New York’s tall buildings. 
His interest resides partly in the fact that radio signals are 
broadcast from them:

Into this neutral air
Where blind skyscrapers use their full height to proclaim 
The strength of Collective Man,
Each language pours its vain 
Competitive excuse.

Skyscrapers are not for Auden bastions or beacons of free
dom. Business is not just another term for liberty. These words 
stand for the monolith, first of fascism and, later in the poem, 
Authority. That’s why he’s in a dive. He’s down on the ground,

below street level, Antaeus-like.
One of the striking things in the aftermath of the attack has 

been the fierce battle for control of its meaning. “Freedom versus 
fear” as our president miscast it. If in identifying the skyscraper 
as a sign of the totalitarian, Auden seems to us off the mark, the 
lines, “Each language pours its vain/Competitive excuse,” feel 
particularly germane. Commentators along the political spectrum 
have remarked on the similarity of Osama bin Laden’s rhetoric to 
the president’s: the recourse to language of apocalyptic conflict 

continued on page 12
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To the Editor
As academics, we have a responsibility to 

try to understand what happened on 
September 11 2001. We search for explana
tions, but I am concerned that some explana
tions verge on justification for what took 
place at the World Trade Center in New York 
City and at the Pentagon in Washington, D.C. 
There can be no justification for what hap
pened on September 11th.

First, we need to be clear about what hap
pened on that fateful day. It was not the inci
dent, the event, or the tragedy but an attack on 
the United States. We should call it what it 
was and not try to avoid the fact that this was 
an attack on the country in which more 
American lives were lost than at Pearl Harbor 
or in any single day of battle in all the wars 
that this country has fought. This is one of the 
reasons why so many people have rallied 
around the flag as a symbol of the country, not 
out of blind patriotism or allegiance to the 
government but in solidarity with the people 
of the country, especially the families who 
lost loved ones in the attack.

Second, in trying to understand what hap
pened on September 11 th, a number of people 
on various sides of the ideological and politi
cal spectrum have used the attack on the 
United States to advance their favorite cause. 
Jerry Falwell and Pat Robertson suggested 
that the country got what it deserved. Falwell 
concluded that the “...pagans, and the abor
tionists, and the feminists, and the gays and 
lesbians who are actively trying to make that 
an alternative lifestyle, the ACLU, People for 
the American Way all of them who have tried 
to secularize America 1 pqint the finger in 
their face and say, “You helped this happen.'”

Attorney General John Ashcroft has 
explained the attack as a lack of security and 
the need for broader federal powers. He wants 
greater power of surveillance, wiretap, and 
restraint on the personal freedoms of people 
in this country, foreign and domestic. In a 
similar frame of mind, there are individuals 
who would stifle dissent and severely limit 
immigration. Others would scapegoat 
Muslims and people who look Middle 
Eastern. The attack on September 11th seems 
to have opened an opportunity for everyone to 
espouse their favorite cause and to take 
advantage of the moment.

On the left, there has been a rush to blame 
American foreign policy and to adopt a “we 
deserve what happened” posture similar to 
that of the Robertsons and Falwells. The cri
tique of American foreign policy is couched 
in a concern for human life and suffering in 
Afghanistan, Bosnia, Iraq, Nicaragua, and 
Palestine. This concern for human life and 
suffering is disingenuous without reference to 
the genocide in Cambodia and in Burundi and 
Rwanda. Nor does it reference the cruelty that 
took place in Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait. 
American foreign policy is certainly not with
out fault, but it is hypocritical to blame most 
of the world’s ills on the United States.

In the rush to make common cause with the 
afflicted abroad, there has been a deafening 
silence about American working-class people 
who have suffered directly from the attacks in 
loss of life and in loss of jobs. Most of the 
attention in New York City has been on the 
firefighters and the policemen.

Occasionally, we hear about the emer
gency medical service workers who also paid 
the supreme sacrifice for helping others. We 
hear very little about the restaurant workers 
in the Windows on the World who lost their 
lives or the maintenance workers who were 
just completing their day in cleaning offices. 
Across the country, there are collections for 
the firefighters and the policemen but little 
assistance for the workers whose families 
will not have access to the $150,000 life 
insurance policies available to the survivors 
of the firefighters and policemen. Even the 
emergency medical service workers’ families 
do not have such a benefit. Moreover, the 
widows and widowers of the firefighters and 
the policemen will receive the salary that 
their loved ones made at the time of their 
deaths as a lifetime tax-free benefit. The fire

fighters and the policemen deserve to be well 
protected for the sacrifices that they made to 
rescue others, but they should not be the only 
face of the devastation that the attacks 
wreaked on this country. Those faces are pri
marily white and male and do not begin to 
portray the suffering across the nation as a 
result of the attacks.

Third, we do not really know why the 
attack was made on this country. We can basi
cally speculate about why it took place. No 
one has claimed responsibility. There has 
been no proclamation or bill of particulars. 
Some have speculated that the targets of the 
attacks were the symbols of American capital
ism and the military. The World Trade Center 
was near Wall Street, the heart of American 
capitalism, but it housed businesses from 
around the globe. It was an international cen
ter of commerce. The twin towers have been 
characterized as symbols of American arro
gance, but they were not the tallest buildings 
in the world. That distinction belongs to the 
Petronas Towers in Malaysia, a Muslim coun
try.

Supposedly Osama Bin Laden is upset 
about the presence of foreign troops on the 
Muslim Holy Lands in Saudi Arabia. I don’t 
believe that there has been an invasion of 
Saudi Arabia, and the troops stationed there 
are at the invitation of the Saudi Arabian gov
ernment. If Osama Bin Laden has a griev
ance, it should be with the government of 
Saudi Arabia. And if this is a pretext for 
attacking the United States, then why not 
come clean and announce it. Immediately 
after the attacks of September 11 th, it was 
amazing the number of announcements deny
ing responsibility. The government of 
Afghanistan sought to give cover to Osama 
Bin Laden by saying that he was not respon
sible. Who is responsible? Have we entered a 
new era in domestic and international affairs 
in which attacks are made but no one takes 
responsibility or articulates reasons for their 
actions? Maybe anarchists are responsible for 
the attacks. Given that no one has stepped for
ward, this is one of the few reasonable con
clusions that I can draw.

Finally, the attacks are often explained as 
being related to the conflict between the 
Palestinians and the Israelis. Although some 
Palestinians celebrated the attacks, none of 
their organizations accepted responsibility. 
Hopefully, this country will not become isola
tionist as a result of the attacks and withdraw 
from playing a role in trying to promote peace 
throughout the world. Perhaps, there might be 
greater support for the United Nations as an 
arbiter of conflict and as a site to gain a real 
understanding of the causes of international 
tension.

Robert L. Harris, Jr. is Associate 
Professor o f African American History and 
Vice Provost for Diversity & Faculty 
Development at Cornell University.
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Terrorism is another word for political vio
lence on a large scale. Terrorists legitimate 
their violence as noble and necessary, in the 
interest of freedom and humanistic and/or reli
gious goals. The label of “terrorism,” howev
er, is totally absent from descriptions of past 
and present U.S. military and foreign policy. 
In the use of state violence we choose to see 
our selves as noble, always responding to the 
violence of others, never as an initiator. Yet in 
the history of violence and terrorism, is it pos
sible to identify who started it, who threw the 
first rock, spear, grenade, bomb or missile?

What could be more predictable than each 
belligerent claiming the retaliation role, never 
the initiator? As media critic Norman 
Solomon explains, “when terrorists attack, 
they’re terrorizing. When we attack, we’re 
retaliating. When they respond to our retalia
tions with further attacks, they’re terrorizing 
again. When we respond with further attacks, 
we’re retaliating again.”

The historical record is very clear and trou
bling when it comes to the pervasive charac
ter and magnitude of force to accomplish U.S. 
foreign policy ends and global economic 
domination. It is difficult to claim the high 
moral ground on matters of state violence, 
war and terrorism when we continue to ignore 
the U.S. record. That record includes the fact 
that we are the only nation to have used 
nuclear weapons against civilian populations, 
and we have violated International Law by 
our terror and aggression in the Middle East, 
Southern Africa, Chile, Grenada, Panama, 
Nicaragua, and Vietnam. The U.S. is the 
leader in producing, storing, selling and using 
weapons of mass destruction. But most 
Americans, encouraged by their leaders and 
the media, continue the nation’s amnesia on 
this well-documented violent past and pres
ent.

This amnesia serves our leaders well, allow
ing them to designate some dictators as allies 
and others as demons. Now, Osama bin Laden 
is a “terrorist,” but in the 1980s when the U.S. 
through the CIA pursued counter-revolutionary 
policies against the Afghan people, he was use
ful: he served as our terrorist and received U.S. 
support. He was a good terrorist.

The horrible attacks of September 11th will 
unify the nation in grieving for the victims of 
the tragedy. But, this genuine reaction will be 
used to rally mourners around the flag and the 
real agenda: the national devotion to the 
American dream and “the good life” through 
consuming, developing and conquering 
nature—the basic mission of the World Trade 
Center and its military protector, the 
Pentagon. The war cry will be amplified, and 
anything less than violence and more killing 
will be dismissed as surrender in our new war 
against terrorism. The new war will be digni
fied as a defense of civilization. No choices 
will be offered or debated unless the rush to 
retribution and revenge is resisted.

We must challenge the repeated claim that 
this was an attack on all Americans. Might the 
targets have symbolic meaning? Might the 
World Trade Center represent the attempt to 
monopolize the earth’s resources by a few?

Might the Pentagon symbolize the violent/ter- 
rorist means to secure and protect the global 
designs of these few, what in earlier times 
were termed colonialism and imperialism? 
Might the symbol of the aborted attack—the 
White House, Camp David, or the Capitol 
Building—symbolize the legitimating arm of 
the global rulers' forces?

The emerging national reaction, orchestrat
ed by our political, economic and military 
leaders and delivered by a faithful, uncritical 
media, guarantees continued terrorism and 
chaos. The reporting to date has two dimen
sions: one is the necessary news of heroic aid 
to the immediate victims, their families and 
loved ones as the healing process begins, the 
other is the reduction of a complex world 
problem to a succession of violent military 
“fixes” while ignoring attempts to place these 
problems in an accurate historical context 
whose roots lie in centuries of colonialism and 
violence against people in the Islamic world.

Unless voices of reason are raised, the war 
on terrorism will become our new Cold War, 
and peace, social justice and the possibility of 
an ecological future will once more be denied. 
The mantra that all Americans have been 
attacked, all Americans are unified behind the 
President and one policy, and all Americans 
are at war with an unspecified enemy is being 
used to discourage and deny alternative reac
tions. There is now an opportunity for a 
changed direction in our lives. Something will 
fill the void created by the collapsed World 
Trade Towers.

But the present outrage, anger, fear, con
cern, undirected patriotism, militancy, and 
instant “evil or good” analyses overwhelm
ingly serve to block opportunities to hear a 
range of ideas on the larger meaning of Black 
Tuesday. There are two dimensions to this 
“fill-the-void” question. What will actually 
physically replace the destroyed structures 
and, more importantly, what purposes will the 
new edifices serve? The unchallenged 
“answer” to the second part is that at ground 
zero of the attack, the financial epicenter of 
the globalization project will rise from the 
ashes to continue to prevail (violently when 
necessary) over a world-wide economic sys
tem at war with the environment and human 
race. The powers that created and now sustain 
that system may talk of fighting for freedom, 
but it is freedom to protect a system and the 
powerful individuals who rule it.

The greatest opportunity for increasing 
security throughout the world is by lessening 
injustices and replacing war cries for revenge 
with caring cries for social justice. What 
greater memorial to the victims of Tuesday’s 
killings than the start of a reexamination and 
redirection of our social lives and priorities; 
to recognize the undeclared wars now being 
waged against the poor, the powerless, the 
voiceless, and the environment as the real 
threat to freedom and civilization. End those 
wars; resist marching into the “new war.”

Bill Griffen is a professor in the Education 
Department at State University o f New York 
College at Cortland.
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Fernando Llosa

Terrain of Identifying Marks
By Carol Rubinstein

From toyhouse window tucked below peaked roof 
clothes sway, unreeling out to dry: A thighful of air, a flap 
of shortsleeved arms swandiving. Cutaway’s giant fingers engineer 
a prank. Tenants lipsynch their hurried exit, soon unseen.
Or Jolly Jump-up house unfolding from its page, stepped progress standing, 
with cardboard figures stepping out in wardrobe season, or mingling 
in day-into-night-into-day wear, mix ’n match, the intimate, the public.
Tabs fold to seize cutout shoulders, sides, feet. Where are my mules,
satin with fluffed fibers in peach for dancing in black-and-white musicals?
Each item must pass the mirror test in triplicate. It is stardom,
the critical expression checking all dimensions. Bought new, thrifted, given,
hinting at favored knowledge of our bodies, slyly exhibiting
the promised changes of raiment due our nakedness. Ripped from us,
exposed as wrecking ball undrapes frontless sideless the stacked facades,
as swatches of paint and patterns peel walls gone, backless. Only
the family myths remain, adorning the plainness of our repeated mystery.

How then explain the splotched anatomy, the costumed excess stitchery 
of red buttonholes? All garment workers? Here, now?
Splatter choreography to trick effect shows-beaks of raptors 
plunging into weighted forms freefalling, freshly speared. Doubly seal 
all doors and windows, spread dust covers, cover the mirrors. Wave 
goodbye for the season. How calculate the plumage height ascending 
through seams split, rendering incinerated air into vacancy?
As whirlwind dust claims its own.

Bundles cluster near tented sandstorm.
Barelegged smaller coverings stumble close.
Cloth of sanded weave wraps heads and faces of furred leather.
And polar incarnation grins its grip.
Ordering snuggly fleece and down, credit toppling, is not an option. 
Someone once was picked to pose, floodlit as with twice suns, flashbulbed, 
on location shots for selling tours and togs. The creaseless ones 
sometimes smiled hard. I smiled my face back. Maybe they will come again 
and make me rich and smiling. Nor is crossing borders to nowhere safe.

Eight summers old, 1 ran from tidal wave gaining on me, shadow hooking 
the sky over Beach 125th Street, Rockaway Park. For one month 
between ocean and bay it tore out my lungs and dragged me under 
where I woke, staring. No matter how fast l ran.
Nightmare’s bargain: The everyday zone returning, 
a beach day picnic packed and spread: Until I dropped through sleep’s 
soundless babble. Legs sunburnt and lengthening and stretched in race, 
terry striped beach robe heavy, slow, hood thrown back: Engulfed.
No matter how neatly squared in four the waxpaper was folded
to set between rescrewed shaker top and salt. If spilled, throw
over the left shoulder—scaly demons frizzle away. Or how smartly tapped
the hardboiled eggs, shells cracking into maps, sandily revealing gloss.
A sandbar: I swam out with them, tiring fast—not there, instead a crater.

Again 1 threw my body into scoops of light: From fearsome height,
I witnessed figurines where shelved, spaced replaced on shore. And all rang 
unheard both ways, roared to silence. Midflight in crest 
I rode back in, made of froth, mixing with seashell crunch, seaweed, 
my former flesh scrambling, braids whirled and spun. 1 stayed in 
until my fingers withered and nails dipped periwinkle blue. No matter 
my daring and delight, soon the waves would not roll back, never to let me 
again footprint the wetted sucking shore, hopping, head shaking out ear clog. 
As sun smoothed my back, skin grazed by breeze, as family calls crisscrossed 
from staked umbrella and blanket domains. While the icecream man 
in white, white capped, harnessed to his coldbox tray, crossed the dips of sand 
wearing regular shoes and socks. Stepping among the limbs and torsos 
where they spread, oiled bodied heads lolling sunward on beach chair slant. 
While popular songs and baseball scores radioed closeby. No matter that, 
upside down, my brother staggered some seconds on his hands, 
crouched and rose upright, face triumphal red. No matter never say die.

How is it that the How To books advise little useful in calamity?
What attitude to take, urging sincere flattery, enemy rival into friend. 
Confident smile and stroll, on top of the world, know your worth.
Power eyelock fixed for handgrip, repeat warmly the name of the charmed 
target, how not to mistake it, how to remember lists. Success at fingertips.

continued on page 12
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Afghanistan, 1969
Gail Holst-Warhaft

Not that 1 didn’t write poetry before my 
^father’s death, but I threw it all away. The 
first poem I kept was about my father and 
Afghanistan and the Buddhas of Bamiyan. 
My cockney father, who ran away from home 
at age seven and had many adventures, none 
of them connected with Afghanistan, has 
become forever tied, in my mind, to its mud- 
colored landscape. My mother’s telegram, 
telling me of my father’s death, reached me in 
Kabul because of the nature of Great 
Britain’s relationship to Afghanistan, which 
is another part of the story.

Some Afghan chroniclers call their people 
Ben-i-lsrael, and claim their descent from 
King Saul. Another source describes them as 
Copts. These stories are overlaid with histori
cal accounts no less fabulous. Until 500 BC, 
Afghanistan formed part of the Archaemenian 
Empire and included the ancient provinces of 
Bactria, Drangiaria, Arachosia, and 
Paropamisus. Alexander conquered part of 
modem Afghanistan and either founded or 
restored the cities of Herat and Kandahar. The 
Seleucids briefly ruled part of the country, but 
an independent Greek dynasty was estab
lished in Bactria in the 3rd century AD. Then 
came the Parthians, the Sakas, and the Kushan 
dynasty and its great king Kanishka, who 
adopted the Buddhist religion and settled the 
canon of Northern Buddhism. The Kushans

were overrun by the “white Huns,” then came 
a series of conquests: Arab, Persian, Turkish, 
Mongol. Tamerlane the Great (Timur) drove 
out the Mongols, and one of his descendants, 
Babur, founded the so-called “Moghul 
Empire.” Akbar, who is considered its true 
founder, was a later descendant of Babur. For 
a long time, Afghanistan was part Persian, 
part Indian.

The British and the Russians both had their 
eyes on Afghanistan in the 19th century. The 
British intervened between warring factions, 
and a delicate balancing game ensued, with 
successive Afghan rulers playing off the 
Russians against the British. In 1878, the 
British occupied the Khyber Pass and the 
Kurrum valley, and a British resident was 
admitted to Kabul, but he was soon murdered 
by a mob of townspeople and soldiers. A 
series of skirmishes followed until Abdur 
Rahman gave the country its first semblance 
of a modem government. He and his son 
ruled with a firm hand and were understand
ably suspicious of foreigners.

With the Anglo-Russian convention of 1907 
Russia and Great Britain both agreed to a 
hands-off policy in regards to Afghanistan. In 
1919, the npw ruler of the country, Amanullah, 
made the extraordinary move of declaring war 
on Great Britain (through British India). 
Naturally he was unsuccessful, and lost the 
British subsidy that had been granted to his 
predecessors, but he won an important victo
ry-freedom from control of his relations with

other states. Amanullah was equally head
strong in his internal reform policies, one of 
which was the education of women. Having 
thoroughly alienated the Muslim clerics and 
much of the population, he was forced to flee 
the country in 1929. Nadir Shah soon assumed 
the throne, but was assassinated three years 
later. His son began a more cautious program 
of reform. Post-war Afghanistan lived in a 
constant state of tension. Relations with 
Pakistan, Russia and later the US were wary. 
By the 1960s, the Afghan king had learned to 
play off one country against another if he 
wanted aid. One half of the only major road in 
the country was built by the Americans, the 
other half by the Russians, but diplomatic rep
resentation in Kabul was kept to a minimum. 
There was no British Embassy, or even a con
sulate. The British Council, a cultural organi
zation, served as an unofficial representative 
of the British government, and its director was 
the unofficial consul whose duties mostly con
sisted of rescuing stoned British hippies from 
awkward situations and shipping them over 
the border to India.

The director had previously been stationed 
in Lisbon, where my two traveling compan
ions had worked for him, thereby providing 
me with a reliable address to give my mother, 
and the telegram that told me of my father’s 
death arrived at his office in Kabul. I even 
managed to call my mother from the only 
telephone link with the outside world. Since 
there was no way I could make the funeral, I

decided to travel on to India, but meantime 
we would do as we had planned and visit the 
Bamiyan valley, even though tourists had 
been warned to wait until the roads were in 
better condition. The director of the British 
Council and his Belgian wife were cultivated 
people. She was a fine singer, and he had con
sidered a career as a concert pianist. She was 
actively engaged in the Kabul Museum, help
ing French archeologists to preserve and cat
alogue the splendid collection of Greek-influ
enced sculpture housed there. They never 
mentioned my father, but they invited us to 
dinner, after which they held a small recital 
for us. It was one of the most painful 
evenings of my life. Apart from the dark ser
vants who padded about,, bringing food and 
clearing plates, we might as well have been in 
Knightsbridge. All I could think about was 
my dark-skinned father, whose origins are 
something of a mystery, but who was devil
ishly handsome and raised me on London 
Music Hall songs. He would have found the 
French art songs boring and no doubt embar
rassed the hosts. Then we’d have escaped into 
the night for a laugh, and if we could have 
found one, a drink in the nearest bar.

For the rest of the time I was in 
Afghanistan 1 was constantly nauseous. 
Perhaps it was the dinner 1 had tried not to 
swallow. Perhaps it was the dried mulberries, 
which were the only food for sale in the vil
lages on the road to Bamiyan. It may simply 
have been my first taste of grief.

Afghanistan, 1969

In Kabul a gritty wind was blowing 
as the British consul gave me the telegram 
FATHER DIED CALL MOTHER.
In Kabul muezzins call down the night.
The Consul's bathroom has hot running water 
his walls covered by trophies of travel; 
an artistic couple—lie plays, she sings.
After dinner served by dark hands 
come songs of Debussy, Ravel, Fauri.

And I remember my father's eye 
fanned by wrinkles; a lifetime’s laughter.
My father, too, was fond of songs:
Where did Mother first discover you, Dad?
Was it at a Bamum and Bailey show?
And 'ave you spent that twopence Mother gave you? 
Eh, Dad? Don't you know?

He, too, had said yes Sir, no Sir 
raising his cap as he held the door 
for the Marquis of Milford Haven to step 
into that newfangled carriage he'd bought 
whose engine defied the butler's skill 
and made the young man indispensable. ,

It won't be a stylish marriage,
I can't afford a carriage....

Yes sir, no sir, cheeky and handsome:
"I looked like the Sheik of Araby!"
The ladies laughed as he pinched plump elbows: 
"If that's your arm, then what's your leg like?"

But you'll look sweet upon the seat 
of a bicycle built for two..

Standing outside the Music Hall 
newspapers stuffed in his clothes for warmth 
my father waited for the stars to appear 
and dreamed he'd be the Silver King 
Prince of the Pearlies in Petticoat Lane:
Slap-dab, slap dab, in an' out the comers, 
he put more whitewash on the old girl 
than he did upon the garden wall.

The concert ends in faint applause;
you'd have preferred the Indian Love Call
or an Anglican hymn you learned at St. Paul's
as a boy where they paid you in sweets for your voice.
You lived on pease pudding and jellied eels,
on what you could filch from a Cheapside barrow
and the sticky delight of a Sunday bun.

No sound from the streets of Kabul intrudes 
as a servant brings coffee on a silver tray— 
my father's eyes were as dark as his 
and easily filled with tears when he sang 
the songs of his boyhood after a beer.

The wind still blows from the Northern passes 
where Indus and Oxus begin to flow 
and the narrow valley of Bamiyan hides 
between folds of the Hindu Kush 
Buddhas as high as Shoreditch steeple 
that my father climbed once for a dare.
In a teahouse l pass, a man dressed in white 
is playing with something he hides in a bag. 
He answers my stare and pulls out a bird 
that he throws away—it comes fluttering back. 
Together they play this game of love 
the tall man and the small bird.

In the gritty wind from the Hindu Kush 
songs my Dad sang as he tossed me high 
echo through the silent streets of Kabul 
and l am a fearless child again 
thrown in the air by strong brown hands.

Gail Holst-Warhaft is an independent writer and translator o f Greek poetry. She is the 
author o f Cue for Passion: Grief and its Political Uses (Harvard, 2000).
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Seeking a Strong Answer to Extremists
Shibley Telhami

As soon as the pounding of targets in 
Afghanistan began, the voice of Osama bin 
Laden was heard all over the Middle East, 
calm, confident, eloquent and passionate.

In a pre-recorded tape, released just in time 
to counter the speech by President Bush, bin 
Laden addressed common grievances in the 
region—the suffering of Iraqi children, the 
pain of Palestinians, and the U.S. military 
presence in Saudi Arabia. His message was 
woven through with golden passages from 
the Koran and strengthened by staging 
designed to appeal to his audience—the aus
tere setting, the rifle at the ready.

Above all, he reminded people of what 
they had grown to believe over the years: The 
United States and the West do not value Arab 
and Muslim lives in the same way that they 
value Israeli and Western lives, and are now 
tasting the kind of pain that people of the 
region have long endured. Attempting to 
inspire hope in those who desperately want to 
see change in the region at almost any cost, 
bin Laden spoke of the “winds of change” 
brought by the horror inflicted on America.

For those few in the Middle East who sup
port bin Laden’s aims and his means, the 
words were empowering. And for the majori
ty of people who share the grievances he 
expressed but reject bin Laden’s terrorism 
and even fear his aims, his message was par
alyzing. In the end, he is pitted, in their eyes, 
against the United States, whose policies they 
find hard to defend and whose actions they 
mistrust.

Whom will they choose to support? This is 
the battle for hearts and minds that the United 
States now faces.

Few as bin Laden’s true supporters in the 
region may be, they are on the offensive with 
the promise of change. They are mobilized to
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demonstrate in the streets of Pakistan and 
Gaza, and, more important, their voices dom
inate the airwaves.

The majority in the region is moderate. 
Even among Palestinians, 64 percent said in a 
recent poll that the attacks on the United 
States “violated Islamic law.” But the moder
ates, including leaders who are terrified by 
the prospect that the region could be domi
nated by militants or by the likes of the intol
erant Taliban, find themselves on the defen
sive. They offer no alternative vision, beyond 
rejecting terrorism as a method. Rather than 
pitting themselves courageously against the 
militants, they allow the militants to define 
the discourse, as if bin Laden’s conflict is 
with only the West.

This is, in part, the legacy of the 1991 
Persian Gulf War, when the United States 
assembled an international coalition to dis
lodge Iraq from Kuwait. Then, as now, there 
was much popular anger toward the United 
States. Indeed, two months before the Iraqi 
invasion of Kuwait in August 1990, I visited 
several states in the region, including Iraq, as a 
congressional staffer and wrote a report identi
fying the mood in the region as being the most 
anti-American since the 1967 Arab-israeli war.

But Iraq’s blatant aggression in invading 
Kuwait propelled many to put aside their 
anger to face the bigger threat. The anger was 
not easy to contain; a Paiestinian-Israeli con
frontation in Jerusalem in September 1990 
nearly derailed the coalition.

Three things were at work for the coalition 
partners then that do not exist today: a real 
threat from a powerful Iraq that had shaken 
the smaller Arab states in the gulf; a well- 
defined mission with a clear end-point, the 
liberation of Kuwait; and a near-monopoly of 
the media that allowed governments in the 
region to coordinate a public-opinion cam
paign and limit Iraqi access to their public.

This is in stark contrast to the current cri

sis. Today, many people in the region do not 
see bin Laden as an immediate threat to them
selves. They do not see where the war on ter
rorism will end and believe that it is primari
ly aimed against Arabs and Muslims. And a 
large number of new and more independent 
media outlets—especially satellite TV—that 
have emerged in the past decade give mili
tants prominent space and air time.

What vision do the moderates have to 
offer?

In 1990, the United States and its coalition 
partners understood the immediate need to 
put forth an alternate vision to win the hearts 
of the public and to change the course of 
regional politics. It was a vision of “a new 
world order” to follow the end of the Cold 
War, which would benefit the Middle East. 
The scheme was simple: a negotiated settle
ment of the Arab-israeli conflict, and the 
promise of an economic dividend that would 
lead the region to prosperity. The vision 
inspired hope and kept the public patient.

But this paradigm crashed hard even before 
the collapse of Arab-israeli negotiations last 
year. Now the public in the region asks what 
the moderates achieved by negotiating with 
Israel and courting the United States. The 
Palestinians remain under occupation after 34 
years, Iraq’s population has suffered under 
sanctions while its government survived, and 
the economies of most states in the region 
went from bad to worse.

The promises made to them by their gov
ernments at the end of the gulf war now seem 
hollow. There are many factors to blame for 
the economic failure, including government 
mismanagement, the hard costs of the gulf 
war, the decline in oil revenues and rapidly 
growing populations. The failure to achieve 
Arab-israeli peace also made financial invest
ments in parts of the region more risky.

But this is not about the objective reality of 
where the blame lies, it is about entrenched
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perceptions: The public in the region blames 
the powers that be, and sees Israel as the most 
powerful state in the region, an occupier of 
Arab lands, and the United States as the 
anchor of that order. Conspiracy theories 
abound in the Middle East, the favorite expla
nation for every ill: Even the Sept. 11 attack 
is sometimes blamed on an Israeli conspiracy 
to discredit the Muslim world.

So what can be done to counter this mes
sage?

First, we must not be disheartened by some 
continuing images of hatred, because there 
will always be people in the region who will 
not be won over, no matter what the United 
States does.

Second, we must cultivate our natural 
allies in the governments and elite in the 
region, for whom bin Laden remains a threat.

Third, we must provide an inspiring vision 
for the majority of people in the middle who 
love much about the United States and aspire 
to its standard of living, but also mistrust it 
and dislike its policies. When moderates 
debate militants on television, they have no 
positive argument to offer, so they go on the 
defensive. They need ammunition to wage 
their war of ideas.

It is here that much can be done. 
Confronting the evil perpetrators of terror 
with military resolve is an important part of 
the campaign, and their demise will weaken 
the militants’ hand, but unlike the liberation of 
Kuwait, it will be hard to know when they are 
truly defeated. To succeed, the U.S.-led coali
tion must offer an alternate vision for address
ing the genuine problems in the region. 
Launching a forum for fueling economic and 
political development with the promise of 
cooperation, and reviving serious Arab-israeli 
negotiations must be integral to this vision.

To be sure, people in the region are tired of 
mere promises, and issues such as the Iraq 
problem will be difficult to resolve. But what 
is needed above all is a signal that the inter
national community is serious about commit
ting resources and working with states in the 
region to advance economic development, 
and that governments there are serious about 
undertaking badly needed political and eco
nomic reform. And the absence of Arab- 
israeli peace remains a major cause of public 
resentment.

Although results will take time, what is 
needed is an infusion of hope in the midst of 
despair, a supply of ammunition for the war of 
ideas for those in the region who, deep in their 
hearts, reject the militants’ way, but are sick
ened even more by their own daily humiliation.

Shibley Telhami is the Anwar Sadat pro
fessor for peace and development at the 
University o f Maryland and a senior fellow at 
the Brookings Institution. From 1991-1997, 
he was associate professor o f  government 
and director o f the Near Eastern Studies 
Program at Cornell University. The article is 
reprinted with permission from the author.
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Fiction

The Last Wave
Mary Moon Woodsen

At times like this Shepard could almost 
comprehend physical violence. Alone and 
apart, hours later, when the horror of it began 
to seep away. He could see her face quite 
clearly, now that she was gone, and that was 
the most impossible part of the whole affair. 
That anyone could do as she did with such a 
lovely smile. That anyone could be so insane, 
and that he had been her lover.

They had met at a you-pick blueberry farm; 
Ceil and her two boys, he and his niece. 
Maria was just six. Ceil’s kids, Timmie and 
Wade, were four and three. Within moments 
the children had abandoned their baskets and 
were running together through the grass. 
Later Ceil had gone to sit on a shady bench 
nearby. She loved her kids, he could see 
that—her face was all lit up, watching them; 
they would come running up to her with a 
tiny bluet they’d found in the weeds, or a bee
tle, or a leaf, and Maria clambering at her 
knees beside them. It was quite a touching 
sight.

He’d picked two flats of berries by noon, 
and she had just one, so he offered her a cou
ple baskets.

“How kind of you. I’ll have to bring you 
some jam sometime,” she said, smiling up at 
him. She asked where he lived, so she could 
drop it off, she said—not that she ever did. 
Then she commented on how sweet their 
children were together.

“No, actually, Maria’s my niece,” Shepard 
explained. “My sister’s little girl. My sister 
broke her ankle. She’s a single mom—” Ceil 
inclined her head, tellingly “—not easy to 
take care of a rowdy six-year-old when 
you’re laid up.”

And suddenly he found himself talking. 
Sometimes, later, he had even blamed it on 
that: that he had said too much too soon. But 
it would have happened anyway. And it had 
been so natural. She was so open, 
so—responsive. It didn’t seem out of place to 
say what he said, although it was very per
sonal. About how much he’d always wanted 
children. How much he would miss Maria. 
Ceil’s questions were simple and considerate
ly stated—if personal. Yes. He was married, 
but Margaret had. . . left. Three miscarriages 
and a stillbirth, she had said, were a sign. 
Ceil’s silence then, gazing at her hands, was a 
sign, too. . .

Had there been anything, early on, to indi
cate what was to come? Oh, there were incon
gruities, things he could have interpreted dif
ferently. If he had known. That’s always the 
catch.

One incident stood out in memory. A letter 
came for the boys. She opened it, read it 
silently. Then crumpled it in her hand.

“Oh my darlings,” she cried, gathering 
them into her arms; how gently she had apol
ogized for their father’s repudiation of them. 
Their eyes were round and quiet. At the time, 
Shepard thought of it as just an emotional 
moment, a—fluke. Later it did seem strange: 
if this man was so blunt with his children you 
couldn’t read his own words out loud, you’d 
think you’d have qualms about delivering his 
goods.

Then suddenly they were lovers. It came 
like a wave. It was as if, while their lives 
went on, while they fixed meals and wiped 
sticky fingers and discussed vehicle mainte
nance, they were tom away together in some 
vast billowing swell that was like everything: 
ocean, and shuddering earth, the tide was 
everywhere. “Goddess and god,” she had 
whispered once. “Goddess and god.. .” It was 
early fall. The birds were gathering, calling, 
reeling away. The wild apples dropped in 
drifts through the grass, and the bees 
swarmed over them. This rush of wind, warm 
and entangling, these spent and fragile leaves, 
still aglow, that far, starry sky.. .

And so, when a wave even greater came

and swept it all away, he was staggered. With 
all that they’d shared—but that was it. She 
had shared—some things, very crazy. Things 
she had endured, and couldn’t have helped; 
she had been a child. Yet while he had nearly 
wept, and wept for her even now within, she 
had been calm, almost smiling. It was simply 
a story she told. So he had been touched, too, 
by her detachment, this soft distance she held 
between then and now, for she didn’t quite 
deny the pain.

“The thing most difficult to express,” she 
had said, musingly, “is how it seems—1 sense 
now—to have had, almost, a sexual compo
nent. With both my parents.” Her voice was 
soft and low. The children were asleep. The 
night outside was grey, the moon thin. They 
had spread a blanket before the hearth and 
Ceil had lit a small fire; the night was chill. 
“But it wasn’t incestuous, exactly. I’m sure. It 
was more as i f . . .  as if I stood for something, 
I think, between them. Something. . .” She 
stopped, shook her head. “That they both 
prized dearly. That they destroyed.”

He laid his hand lightly on her wrist.
“All my life,” she said more softly, “I’ve 

been trying to comprehend, how as a child. . 
. I felt so—” A moment passed; had she 
breathed? “I’ve drawn a blank,” she said.

“Violated? Is that it?” he asked, and 
thought her hand tightened beneath his. 
“Were you the spoils?” but she said nothing. 
He had held her close then, waiting. The 
moon had set, the windows were dark. The 
flames trembled on the hearth. Ceil lay so 
still in his arms that Shepard almost imagined 
she had dropped into sleep, slipped away, like 
the tide.

“Shepard?” Her voice was a murmur.
“Yes?”
“1 don’t remember it very often. But when 

I do, it’s so clear.” She stirred in his arms, 
turned her face towards him; he could feel her 
breath on his neck.

“What?”
“Oh—about Daddy.”
“Tell me.”
“I was—what, seven or eight?—when she 

finally drove him out. After that he snuck into 
the woodlot right behind our house to see me. 
Yeah, Mom thought it was very precious that 
1 still had imaginary friends, can you believe? 
When she found out she. . .” Ceil stopped, 
caught her breath. “When she . . .”—and he 
went back with her, he could see her, a child; 
he could even see the woman’s eyes. “He 
begged her. He begged, I remember how he.. 
. Oh! But no, she had to throw it away. She 
threw everything, away. Of course she was so 
sweet to me about it afterward. Sickly. 
Explained so much. How he. . . I didn’t 
believe her, I’m sure. I. . .”

Her voice faded.
“Ceil? You—what?”
“Oh—nothing.”
“Nothing?”
She shrugged, nestled closer. “That’s what 

I said.”
“Did you—did you ever see him again?” 
“Who?” Her voice seemed puzzled, and 

the shift startled him. “Who, Daddy? No, 1 
think that was that. Never saw him again. No, 
you know, I ended up hating them both. 
Hating them, both.”

The coals were barely glowing on the 
hearth. He touched her forehead with his fin
gertips.

“Both?”
She said nothing.
“Did you ever feel—you were to blame?” 
“Oh—” she laughed, a release. “No. Me? 

No, I couldn’t. I wouldn’t dare.” What an odd 
thing to say. A very novel approach, he 
thought, to guilt. He stared hard at her. Even 
in this darkness, he could see her eyes, and 
the lightest smile—but she changed the sub
ject. “You’re so kind, Shepard. How did you 
get to be so kind?” She shifted in his arms, 
slid her hand over his hip, tickled his flank 
teasingly. “I’m trying to remember if I ever

knew anyone. . . so good as you.” She gig
gled. “Maybe one of my imaginary friends.” 
And was at his knees already, nibbling her 
way up his thigh.

* * *
The breaker hit with the birth of spring. 

Slammed in, a tidal wave, violent and 
implacable, springing full-blown from an 
incident so innocuous as to be absurd—a kid 
with his shoes on the wrong feet.

“Shepard!”
“Hm—Ceil?”
“Damn, Shepard, look at this! What do you 

want to do, cripple him?”
Wade had been prancing at the door, wild 

to get outside, but he stopped. He stared 
down at the floor, away from Shepard.

“Oh—his shoes. Golly, sport, we got them 
shoes on all wrong, didn't we?” He knelt back 
down by Wade’s side. “Hey, let’s try again.”

Ceil stood there still, staring hard at him. 
Shepard glanced up.

“What’s up, Ceil? You watching to be sure 
I get it right?”

“Yes, actually.” Her voice was cold. “God, 
if I hadn’t noticed—what a dumb thing to do, 
Shepard.”

“Ceil.” He grunted and straightened up. 
“You got to be kidding. Kids go around every 
day with their shoes on wrong.”

“They do not. It can injure them. I could 
almost think you did that deliberately.” He 
opened his mouth, dumfounded. “Yes, delib
erately! Don’t give me that innocent look. 
You’re jealous, you don’t have children of 
your own.. .”

He went to his own home that night. She 
called early the next morning, suggested 
some time apart, two or three days. On the 
fourth day they had dinner together, and the 
boys were at their sweetest best. Now it hurt, 
how much he loved them. He spent half the 
evening building block houses with them, 
giving them horsy rides, telling stories—was 
he anxious? He glanced at Ceil and she was 
watching them, too, her eyes warm and soft..

A couple weeks later another wave. It dev
astated him. A lapse of ten days and again. 
“Ceil. . .” He even pleaded with her. 
“Please—darling! This hurts so much!” But 
she couldn’t stop, suddenly. She became so 
thorough, so painstaking, so—tender, at 
times; explaining it all as if for his own good. 
He couldn’t think. Couldn’t respond clearly; 
everything came out angry and awry. Every 
time he saw her, there was something. 
Something new or—very old. No matter: he 
did it on purpose, anyone could see. . .

He stayed away a month. She called at the 
end. The time apart had been good, she 
explained. It had given her the space, the clar
ity, to recognize that she didn’t—really love 
him anymore; she could see how it was simi
lar to another situation she had known, 
but—they could be friends. She was confi
dent of that. He was quiet, listening. The boys 
loved him, it seemed; that was good. He 
could see them once a week, if he cared. He 
could. . .

“Ceil, no.”
“Why? You’ve tried.. . ”
“Ceil, Ceil. Don’t you realize what’s hap

pening? Don’t you see? Your mother 
destroyed your relationship with your dad, he 
could do nothing right, you ended up hating 
him, you—”

“Oh, come off it, Shepard,” she said even
ly. “Don’t give me this psychological bull
shit. Honestly.” Her voice was cool, almost 
light; he could see the smile.

*  *  *

Is there always one last time?
Of course, it was so insignificant. Or 

should have been. She’d bought the dish at a 
yard sale. It was certainly pretty enough, pink
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Great Mothers
Yi Ping

(Translated by Li Wei and Deborah Tall)

Yi Ping, pen name o f Jianhua Li, is a 
Chinese writer and democracy activist, 
banned from returning to his country, who 
has just come to live in asylum in Ithaca. In 
China. Yi Ping collaborated on pro-democra
cy journals, such as Sea Waves, took part in 
the "Xidan Democracy Wall Movement, ” and 
was co-founder o f the underground poetry 

journal Survivors, which organized the first 
Survivors Poetry Festival, a harbinger o f the 
1989 Students' Democracy Movement. He 
was repeatedly subjected to police harass
ment, barred from teaching, and unable to 
publish his work freely—only two o f his 
books have been published in China, in 
expurgated versions. He now publishes his 
work in emigre journals.

Ithaca recently became a "City o f  
Asylum, " part o f a global network organized 
by the International Parliament o f Writers, 
based in Paris, which assists writers under 
threat in their own countries. Thanks to sup
port from Cornell University and local foun
dations, as well as a group o f volunteers, the 
Ithaca City o f Asylum project will be able to 
host Yi Ping and his family for two years, giv
ing him the freedom to write and to be an 
ambassador o f his culture to the local com
munity.-Deborah Tall

“Now it is not the young who remember the 
old, but the old who remember the young ..

1 recall this observation by Mr. Lu Xun 
every year. It makes me grieve and feel 
uneasy, full of regret. Day by day, year after 
year, I never know how to face the dead, how 
to mark their sacrifice. 1 turn my head away 
and allow the receding years to obscure the 
memory of bloodshed, the vision of their 
haunted souls. But time travels in circles. 
Even though I’ve turned away, I was bound to 
meet what I evaded.

Before leaving China, 1 made a special 
visit to Tiananmen Square to pour my heart 
out. Though it was quiet and still, something 
palpable has been left behind there. The iron- 
blue night sky hung remote and cold. The 
stars looked like inquisitive eyes, refusing to 
close. Or they were words—concrete and 
eternal. Dead souls roved the gloom, eyeing 
invisible bloodstains on the ground. They 
could not rest in peace; they had no resting 
place. Our profane world may slanderously 
paint over or alter the place of their deaths, 
but behind it is the eternal world to which 
countless lives have been sacrificed, a world 
that knows truth. I came, at that moment, to 
understand Tiananmen Square as an altar for 
the Chinese nation, its towering stone monu
ment a link between heaven and earth, 
between fresh blood and starlight. The mur
dered are our sacrifice for the future of China.

Throughout human history, lives have been 
sacrificed. Consider Jesus. The demands 
made by God can be ruthless and cruel, but 
they point to a sacred plane of existence 
above the human. I cannot but pay tribute to 
the victimized, cannot but respond to their 
restless souls.

They have shed their blood, but no memo
rial has been built in their honor. Of course, 
commemoration of these dead has been pro
hibited in China. Their sacrifice has been ren
dered insignificant. Their blood has dried and 
vanished. . .

*  *  *  *

A few years ago, I came across the name of 
Ding Zilin while reading a Chinese journal 
published abroad. I came to learn more about 
her and to read that well-known letter of hers. 
It left me speechless for a long time after. Her 
son, a seventeen-year-old student with a bril
liant future, naive, yet full of dreams, fell 
dead suddenly in a pool of blood. We know 
neither how he was hit nor his pain and final 
longings. A young life, a fruit about to ripen, 
was felled. He might not yet have tasted love, 
not yet understood the toughness of the world 
and its dark powers. He didn’t understand the 
implications of his idealism. His death was 
grief enough; but a worse grief was his moth
er’s at the loss of a young son. A Chinese 
woman of Ding Zilin’s age sees the whole 
meaning of her life in her child, a seventeen- 
year-old son on the verge of bringing her 
pride, bu t. . . How did she receive the news? 
How did she survive the first days and 
nights? Kathe Kollwitz’s famous print, “Die 
Mader,” comes to mind; so does Lu Xun’s 
memorial article for his beloved student Rou 
Shi. Another mother had offered her son. She 
was only one mother with one son. That 
night, how many mothers, wives, and fami
lies suffered in China? The butchers, beyond

humanity, never gave a thought to their grief.
Throughout that night, the Chinese were a 

very brave people indeed. 1 will always 
remember watching a student in front of the 
Sidan Theater, a white cloth ribbon tied 
around his head, carrying a red flag as he led 
a charge against the police. When they 
opened fire, I could still see that red flag wav
ing up front. I do not know if he was eventu
ally hit. In the rain of bullets, someone near 
me fell to the ground; others rushed to his res
cue; more people fell . . . Bullets, flames, the 
rumbling of tanks . . . When the main road
block was broken through, the crowd imme
diately blocked the intersection. Those in the 
rear roared and began to sing “The 
Internationale.” The singing and gunfire rose 
up in a tragic grandeur. That night, one not 
only witnessed cruelty and fear but loftiness 
and dignity as well.

On June 4th, 1989, the Chinese govern
ment’s power was cruel, but in the following 
days it descended into barbarity. The govern
ment massacred innocent people and then 
labeled them “thugs” to justify the killings. 
Such has been the logic of murderers since 
ancient times. The state manipulated public 
opinion to support the “suppression of the 
riot,” but in this way, it smeared blood on the 
entire nation. What kind of rulers are these 
that commit murder and then force the popu
lace to spit on the victims?

It was yet another spiritual humiliation of 
the kind the Chinese nation, has endured since 
the invasion of Manchu Tartars through the 
Shanhai Pass. It has been the rulers’ habit to 
use force, not only in people’s daily lives to 
alter their behavior, but against their spirit, 
morality, and way of thinking. The nation’s 
will, courage, and conscience have been near
ly destroyed in the past half century.

As often, the abuse of power has succeed

ed by duplicity. So many well-known citi
zens, scholars, professors, writers, and even 
“leaders of the democratic movement” came 
forward to express their support of the terror, 
to repent, to testify . . .  Intellectuals, major or 
minor, admitted their “errors.” Although they 
did so under pressure, against their own will, 
it was nonetheless a desecration of the dead. 
Even if the excuses for surrendering to pres
sure are understandable, the overall condition 
of Chinese intellectuals is heartbreaking. The 
conscience of a nation has been annihilated, 
thanks to tyranny. The function of intellectu
als, to guide and preserve a nation’s civiliza
tion, has been lost. When the innocent offered 
their blood and lives, there was no guidance, 
no commemoration. The dead have been 
betrayed.

Even as ordinary people, unable to expres
sion our indignation, we could at least have 
held our silence. How could we be so cow
ardly when, in fact, our rulers were not so 
very powerful? It is the threat of power and 
intimidation that has settled deep into the 
heart of the Chinese. Such has been the rudi
mentary destruction of the Chinese nation by 
its government.

* * * *

I never thought, during this national calami
ty, that a lone woman would step forward to 
shoulder the duty of a national funeral. When 
Chinese students and townspeople bravely 
)>ave the if lives, the majority of the nation 
turned their heads, but she stood up to safe
guard the memory of the murdered. She stood 
up not as an intellectual, but as a mother. 
Though she was only one mother, she con
fronted an immense and barbarous power, a 
power with not only an army, police and pris
ons, but with control over the opinions and 
beliefs of more than a billion people. Her 
courage equaled that of the boy in the white 
shirt who stopped a fleet of tanks. The death of 
her son had made her fearless. No intimidation 
or threat of imprisonment could tum her back 
from her rightful course. She had offered her 
son; she would not refrain from offering her 
own life. She knew her son was innocent and 
that his death must be glorified. But when 
there was no justice in China, when the people 
callously betrayed the dead and the state slan
dered them, her love and rage only intensified. 
One by one, she visited the families of the 
defamed victims and solemnly recorded their 
names—for the sake of history, for the sake of 
the future. On behalf of the dead, she demand
ed that their names be cleared, that justice be 
served. She may not have realized it, but she 
had stepped up onto the nation’s altar. 
Ceremonially, she made sense of the sacrifice, 
expressed the protesters’ hope for a moral, just, 
humane, and democratic China, the principles 
through which we should commemorate the 
Tiananmen Square dead.

Ms. Ding says, “Today, I am alive. I have 
woken up from foolishness and sleep and 

continued on page 10
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Fiction

Don Karr

Joel Ray

Finally in the North now, the young man 
was surprised that his graduate advisor, a 
famous critic of fiction, liked him because he 
was from the South—especially his particular 
hometown. Thomas Wolfe came from there, 
and F. Scott Fitzgerald’s wife had been insti
tutionalized there, not far from where his 
mother now lived. He found it strange that he 
should be able to take advantage of this mis- 
perceived identity.

He was beginning to leam about styles. He 
did not have one of his own yet, but was 
absorbing one from his professors and the 
articles in the journals. Later he would see 
how it was marked by qualification, how the 
sentences were filled with howevers and 
thoughs and whiles and anticlimaxes. The 
language of demonstration and proof and 
caution. Making cases. He was drawn to the 
mysteries, of Hawthorne and Melville espe
cially; but he was learning literature as a mat
ter of dispute and contention. He’d had a 
point to make about Hawthorne’s story, 
"Roger Malvin’s Burial,” and that was what 
had excited the professor about his 
paper—the argument, certainly not his yet- 
brittle writing, though he did strive to be 
clear. But dealing with guilt and honor and 
fate, how clear could you be? How could you 
write clearly in your own person about The 
Confidence Man'?

The writers he was teaching to the fresh
men had strong personal styles, but these 
were not for teachers and scholars, he sensed, 
but men of the world. Mencken, Hemingway, 
Lawrence, Orwell, Baldwin. Scholars were 
not meant to absorb such rhythms and grace 
and scorn and intensity to themselves but 
keep to the via media, the middle way as 
Aristotle said. All things in moderation.

He ran hard to keep ahead of his students.
First Mencken—the scourge of the 

booboisie who were mostly southern and so 
in a surprising burst of resentment he found 
himself privately objecting, though certainly 
what Mencken said about the nastiness of 
Christian fundamentalists he could confirm. 
He told the students some of his riding-with- 
Christians hitchhiking stories and in the 
mixed class had to change the details of their 
remarks in the suffocating closeness of those 
cars and trucks. (Mencken’s brimming ener
gy seemed to welcome and invite such side 
trips.) Then, hesitating at first, he went ahead 
and told his students that the slang word 
"bunk,” whose derivation Mencken took such 
delight in, came from a politician whose 
name was given to the county the young man 
had grown up in.

Hemingway, a journalist once too, had the 
absolute opposite stripped-down style. He 
reported, and he left out a lot, forcing you 
into the scene yourself. “Indian Camp” put 
you right there with the young boy trying to 
understand the confluence of childbirth and 
marriage and suicide. “Soldiers Home.” “Big 
Two-Hearted River.” Unspecified distur
bances of the soul from the experience of the 
first great war. They were all young, he and 
his students, but they could understand that 
no one in these stories seemed to know him
self very well.

Then Orwell and Lawrence, the two 
Englishmen, again with styles as opposed as 
you could imagine, the one a reporter like 
Hemingway but with strong opinions, and a 
relentless mind for politics and a keen eye for 
injustice like Mencken, but clearer and more 
elegant, classical in his balances; the other a 
rapturous traveler through Italy trying to 
plumb in his florid sentences the mysteries of 
the shrines to the Virgin he found along the 
byways and mountain paths.

And finally there was James Baldwin. The 
first black writer he had ever encountered. 
The sources of Baldwin’s style were the Bible

and preachers and suffering and personal 
anger. Here in the North, it seemed, Negroes 
had found a voice. Everyone in the class, 
maybe in the entire university, was white, and 
Baldwin meant to open them to a reality that, 
he warned, “no American is prepared to 
hear.” The young man hadn’t the courage yet 
to tell his students about his experience with 
colored people, thin as it was; he could say 
only that they probably knew more about 
whites than whites knew about them—like in 
Orwell’s piece about shooting the elephant, 
where the white colonial police officer was 
made to do, simply by the pressure of their 
silent disapproval, what the Burmese wanted 
him to do. He could show them Baldwin’s 
periodic sentences where the stinging verb 
was withheld till the end, and how he used a 
series for cumulative effect, and how his 
rhetorical devices differed from Lawrence’s 
or Orwell’s; but he could not tell them how 
the double consciousness of a Negro felt; nor 
how remarkable it was that this man had not 
only found a personal voice but was using it 
to speak to everyone, not just to other 
Negroes, as an American.

A passage that upset him was from "Many 
Thousands Gone,” the opening sentence, 
which he underlined heavily: “It is only in his 
music, which Americans are able to admire 
because a protective sentimentality limits 
their understanding o f it, that the Negro in 
America has been able to tell his story.”

Perhaps he took this too personally. It was 
not, in any case, something he could lay 
before his students for analysis. Maybe he 
could say that he heard the overcoming in the 
music but not the undergoing that produced 
it. He had learned in his isolated mountain 
comer of the South almost nothing about 
slavery and the nature of that undergoing, nor 
how it bit into the future.

In Miles Davis he heard the sweet, muted 
lyricism; in Ellington’s band an invitation to 
dance (as the famous blond woman had done 
at Newport); in Oscar the mind pushing at 
prodigious speeds, the harmonies meanwhile 
complex and difficult; in Gamer the mar
velous wry humor, the bold contrasts in 
rhythm, the divided hands. All things he 
thought he understood. But most everything 
he heard was contemporaneous as though it 
had all been created yesterday, and he lis
tened to it for the bodily joy and the thousand 
exploding surprises. He had little idea of how

the music had developed or what its sources 
were beyond, say, the connection he had 
made in James Moody, the link between his 
playing and his battle with alcohol. Or Dinah 
Washington’s scary directness about sexual 
desire and sexual hurt. Maybe Baldwin meant 
that whites wrongly heard the music as a 
freely given gift?

Notes o f a Native Son bespoke a con
sciousness in Baldwin that wasn’t simply 
genius, or the rebellious awareness of an 
individual. Baldwin came from another 
world. He might feel an outcast, but the many 
thousands gone were standing behind him, 
pushing him forward to speak. Yet Baldwin 
didn’t like most Negro writing, thought it 
“pallid and harsh.” He said that one must 
write out of what one knew, in what he called 
“the disastrously explicit medium of lan
guage.” He had developed a second self that 
allowed him to speak, but that self did not 
wear the usual Negro mask. His pain was raw 
and present. He made demands. You had to 
face him man to man.

And yet he wrote in the voice of “we.”
He said, speaking of “the black man”: “In 

our estrangement from him is the depth of our 
estrangement from ourselves. We cannot ask: 
what do we really feel about him.” He said: 
“We do not know what to do with him in life; 
if he breaks our sociological and sentimental 
image of him we are panic-stricken and we 
feel ourselves betrayed.” And he said: “When 
he violates this image, therefore, he stands in 
the greatest danger...and we are then in some 
danger ourselves...”

Now the young man knew that the hector
ing of various sorts that passed for criticism, 
and even true criticism so far as he could 
judge it, used that same “we” as a means of 
saying to the reader: you share my experience 
and assumptions, you too are smart like me, 
you too have a conscience—or simply that 
you too can hear what I hear in this piece of 
music or see what this novel is telling “us.”

But the “we” in those pieces, in everything 
of the sort he had ever read, was always 
white. That particular “we” would never, he 
sensed, even as the years passed and “we” 
became more familiar with “him,” ever 
include blacks. Not in the criticism, not in the 
political writing, not in writing about music 
or art. Never, nowhere, not in The Atlantic or 
Harper s or any general magazine or newspa
per would the “we” include blacks.

“Today, to be sure,” Baldwin said, “we 
know that the Negro is not biologically or 
mentally inferior.... Yet in our most recent 
war, his blood was segregated, as was, for the 
most part, his person.”

It was excruciating to read such sentences. 
To ask if Baldwin was some sort of turncoat 
by assuming this “we,” which was the histor
ical privileged “we” of whites, seemed a cor
ner he wished you to push yourself into, so 
you could hear your self's voice and the hol
low echoes it made in the room.

Baldwin made himself part of “we.” An 
American. And one effect was to incorporate 
the double consciousness in himself for every 
reader to contemplate. It was both an act of 
identification with every reader—who were 
mostly whites, to be sure—and a rhetorical 
device that said, “Of course all people white 
and black know what I am talking about, have 
always known it. And so let me help all of us 
think about what it means.” And it was also a 
device to distance himself from his subject, 
the harsh character of Bigger Thomas in 
Wright’s Native Son who had accepted the 
degraded image of himself given by “we” the 
white people—which, Baldwin said, more 
painfully than seemed possible, was con
firmed by other blacks.

"It is he whom we would rather our sister 
did not marry.” What a terrible sentence! But 
the “we” was more complicated stMl, as he 
spoke in the voice of “liberal men”: “Our 
good will, from which we yet expect such 
power to transform us, is thin, passionless, 
strident; its roots, examined, lead us back to 
our forbears, whose assumption it was that 
the black man, to become truly human and 
acceptable, must first become like us.”

But maybe, the young man wanted to tell 
himself, maybe, after all these disturbing per
spectives that made him feel as if he were 
walking down a hall of endless mirrors, 
maybe the “we” was simply the necessary 
mask any writer must assume. Sure, he was 
making too much of it.

(What part of the “we” was he?)
The musicians did not make such compli

cated demands. They put the music before 
you, fullyformed, beautiful, aesthetic, emo
tional, embodied, heated by their present life, 
and you could take it or leave it. Though per
haps they too spoke indirectly, through 
masks.

So when Mingus came with his band, to 
play for the thousand white people in the big 
university hall, the young man listened 
intently, and he heard the masks put aside. 
“Better Git It in Your Soul,” shouted Mingus. 
Better hear this "Meditation on a Pair of Wire 
Cutters.” Better hear this piano man Byard as 
he plays through the history of the music, rag
time to blues and boogie-woogie and stride, 
swing to city bebop, telling therein the histo
ry of the people. (Byard and many thousands 
gone—those sharp and vivid names: Joplin, 
James P„ Fats, Art Tatum.) Better hear this 
urgent “Haitian Fight Song.” Better hear this 
gospel music that gets us moving with its 
cries and shouts and amens, and the plaintive 
melodies of the slow blues that remind us. 
Better hear this dirge for Lester Young, suf
fering there in the army brig and his horn 
silent, and hear these raucous unapologetic 
voices of Negro men in prison right now. 
Better hear this love song for our wives and 
lovers. Better hear Eric Dolphy’s alto singing 
like birds gathering in a field, chattering and 
getting ready for massed flight. Oh yeah, oh 
yeah. Better get it. Amen, brother! Get it in 
your soul. Get with it. Mama's littlebaby 
don’t want no shortnin’ bread....

For those three hours of surging music, by 
turns furious and tender and elated, he heard 
a "we” speaking that did not include him, and 
he rejoiced in relief.

Joel Ray is a former editor o f  The 
Bookpress. He lives in Ithaca.
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Crossword by Adam Perl

Solution on page 11

ACROSS 56. Man, for one 27. Refuge
59. Racoon-like mammal 28. 20%, perhaps

1. Longest tunning 61. Language suffix 29. Records
Broadway musical 64. Moonshine facilitator 30.1982 Disney comput-
5. Bind 66. The sun? er movie
9. Dieter's aid 68. Jazz and Magic 32. Zeno, for one
14. Drama award 69. Robert 33. 19th c. French
15. "Would__ to you?" 70. Pride sound painter
16. protector 71. Valuable strings, 34. Throws, in a way
17. Hour glasses? briefly 37.__ Nuevo
19. Called 72. Rudolph, e.g. 38. DCCLI doubled
20. Levi's competitor 73. Queens stadium 41. Fifth largest moon of
21. Gives the thumbs Saturn
down DOWN 42. They may be over-
22. Anti-toxins head
23. Function 1. Like some cats 43.__ bien
24. Record label 2. Competent 48. Title role for Geena
27. Hired better actors? 3. Alternative to All 50. Lower
31. "Independence Day" 4. Match part 52. Earth
actor Judd 5. Theyfre often set 53. Hurt
35. "Tough__ old 6. Jeopardy's Trebeck 54. Woven fabric
shoe" 7. Patented 56. Followers
36. Silent star Navarro 8. "Steppenwolf" author 57. "leave it in"
39. Overly 9. Sixth sense 58. Half a Jim Carrey
40. Bernstein and 10. Astronomical phe- film?
Toscanini? nomenon 60. "The African Queen"
44. Wrath 11. Encourage writer
45. Asian capital 12. Worry, perhaps 61. Theyfre big among
46. Laugh fest 13. " and the Swan" the stars
47. Part of CBS 18. Machu Picchu resi- 62. Deposed Middle
49. How some religions dent Eastern leader
are organized? 23. Teen woe 63. To be in Paris
52. Attacks 25. En-lai 65. "Acid"
55. Dawn 26. Nice five? 67. 401K, e.g.
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Viagra Falls
From the precipice we watch 
the loaded boat rumble toward 
the cataract, brume glazing the gold 
slickers of those on deck. Eroticism 
is experiment, constant variation, a thirst 
for otherness, the body at play.
Keep in mind, gentlemen, our tour guide adds, 
lip gloss and painted nails, the florid 
VF embroidered on her blouse,
Dog-humping sex is always the same.
Poets and libertines, the rich, the pickpockets, 
rabbis and pimps, attorneys and thugs, 
those puckishly faithful and those 
repressed, the epicureans, the anchorites, 
bureaucrats and stoics, the licentious and discreet, 
along with so many others, our tour guide says, 
who’s provided insights on Daphnis and Chloe,
The Song o f Songs, Casablanca, These men 
below us ride The Maid toward the chance 
to recover virility, the lost equipment 
that once enhanced the erotic.
We watch the boat cut engines and idle 
near the falls as reckless gusts 
toss seagulls and scatter cologne.
Each of them has to be intrepid, 
our tour guide says, who for lunch ate 
tunafish on toast, a sleek Popsicle,
Heart attack and stroke, mixed with nitrates
the blood pressure drops, and sometimes
the phallus cramps which results in long-term
damage. Yes, there’ve been casualties,
but we’re not liable. They’ve signed the papers,
read the print. We gaze a final time
at the distant boat, only half
of what it was, the mist now swallowing
its stem. The erotic is a rhythm
that transforms and diverts sex
from the purpose of reproduction
and returns us to reconciled nature,
what’s left of paradise. But before all that,
our tour guide adds, holding up
a baby blue diamond between her thumb
and index finger, You may require
the foolproof assistance only we
can provide if you reach that point
where the equipment starts to fail,
your wife gets disgruntled, your girlfriend
or partner start to talk about
subordinate performance, about dating
other people, which, considering
everything else at stake,
is the wrong option, because this
is Viagra Falls, the body’s seventh wonder
with a full money-back guarantee,
and like these men below us
you too can summon the courage
to recover lost strength, your portion
of the erotic, that portion you deserve.
Why not book passage on The Maid 
and do it soon, because, gentlemen, 
after numerous studies and thousands 
of dollars, medical experts have deduced 
this little pill’s only as powerful 
as the water you take it with.

Thom Ward is Editor at BOA Editions. Tumblekid, his poetry chapbook, was published in 
2000 by The University o f South Carolina-Aiken. He lives with his wife and three children in 
Palmyra, New York.
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continued from page 7

reclaimed my dignity, gained at the price of my 
son’s life. My breathing, my voice, my whole 
being is now an extension of my son’s life.” All 
the dead were sons and daughters of China, and 
their blood should flow back into the nation’s 
body, giving it hope and courage. The misfor
tune of contemporary Chinese history should 
be transformed by their deaths. Yes, “a nation 
that can learn from its history is a nation with 
hope for the future.” But, on the other hand, if 
a nation only becomes more timid, remote from 
ideals and morality, then it has no future Its 
future is only a descent into its end.

*  *  *  *

Ms. Ding writes in a letter, “I cannot ask the 
murderers to repent, but as a family member 
of the dead, I have the right to ask the student 
leaders to reproach themselves.” She does 
have the right, and the students’ political lead
ers should face the mothers. This is part of the 
way we can draw lessons from the world’s 
long history of bloodshed. (As for the murder
ers, that is a different matter; they should be 
put on trial and sentenced for their crimes.) 
Politics must be ruled by reason rather than 
individual feelings. Politics must serve the 
well-being of the state, society, and the peo
ple. Politicians have no right to ask, or allow, 
people to victimize their lives. It is a violation 
of humanity.

Pardon me, Ms. Ding, for quoting from 
another of your letters: “I am a college teacher 
who understands very little of politics, and I

continued from page 6

rosebuds and blue forget-me-nots, but per
haps more common than she thought. She 
had called—it seemed like months, and it 
startled him—to say that the boys really 
missed him and wondered if he still loved 
them and then Timmie was on the phone and 
saying, shyly, “Shepard? Me and Wade been 
missin’ you,” and then Ceil was back explain
ing how she would leave the house if it would 
more comfortable for him. Next Wade was 
there with his little boy-baby lisp, and gig
gling. So he had gone over.

She had showed him the dish, almost in 
passing, on her way out the door. And then 
called, after supper, to say she’d had a flat 
and her spare was no good, but someone was 
helping her so not to worry . . .  by the time 
she returned it was twilight. He had the boys 
m their pajamas; he was reading them a story 
and they were wrapped around him and each 
other—she came and stood behind them. He 
anuld feel her glowing and lovely, wondered 
if the man who helped her was good-looking, 
and if he might be calling her soon—felt her 
fingertips resting lightly on his shoulder, the 
warmth of her smile, and when the last page 
was turned the kids flung themselves into her 
arms for kisses and hugs, then tumbled into 
bed. She followed him down into the kitchen 
and offered him some tea as he stood there 
with his hand on the latch. They went into the 
living room. He sat in the rocker and sipped 
his tea slowly, while she let hers get 
cold—she always did—and gazed out into 
the gathering night. A rose, pale gold and fra
grant, bloomed at the window. The air was 
warm.

“The moon,” she murmured, “a pagan 
moon,” for its bright, thin crescent swept up 
like the horns of the bull that once crowned 
the goddess, according to her; “and look, 
Menus rising.”

Me stood up, stretching—it would be a 
pleasant drive home, but he was getting tired. 
She took his hand as he stepped to the door. 
As he began, carefully, to withdraw it she 
dhsped the other and swept his arms behind 
his back—that quick, passionate gesture she 
had. She grazed his neck with her lips. “I do

Great Mothers
cannot talk about doctrine.” Perhaps this is 
what she calls the state of “foolishness and 
sleep” she was once in. Not only should the 
students and their leaders reproach them
selves, as some of them have already done, 
but the two generations of us between the ages 
of 40 and 60 should reproach ourselves as 
well. Social and political responsibility should 
have been borne by us. But because we 
“understand very little” and “cannot talk 
about doctrine,” the young students had to 
stand up and shoulder the nation’s destiny 
even though they were not yet up to the task.

Chinese society is quite different from that 
of the West. In the Chinese social structure, 
intellectuals carry more responsibility for the 
nation’s destiny; safeguarding society and 
politics is a historic tradition of Chinese intel
lectuals. In contemporary times, the govern
ment’s persecution and destruction of intellec
tuals has deprived them of their social and 
political rights as well as their right to think. 
Phrases like “1 understand very little” and 
“cannot talk,” which amount to a shirking of 
one’s duties, reflect the bleak status quo of 
Chinese intellectuals. Their rights, of which 
they were deprived against their will, have by 
now been self-willingly renounced. The con
sequence is the loss of a nation’s conscience 
and civilization.

Of course, we’ve had a thousand and one 
reasons for giving up our responsibilities, but 
in doing so, we’ve passed misfortune on to the 
next generation. We have brought children 
into the world, but we have not given them a

just, humane society in which to live with 
health and hope. This is bad enough, but if we 
also give up our efforts to achieve justice, we 
only deepen the damage. The lesson is simple: 
our lives do not end when they end; our for
tune or misfortune, civility or savagery, is 
handed down one generation to the next. So 
we cannot blame the students. The bloodshed 
is partly our own responsibility.

Ms. Ding was awakened from “foolishness 
and sleep” by the death of her son. She has 
changed from someone “giving up” to some
one “shouldering up.” Hers is a great shoul
dering up. A totalitarian society deprives indi
viduals of their rights and treats them as 
slaves and tools of power. To accept this 
power is to accept its exploitation and control, 
leaving us humiliated, careless of our rights 
and dignity, “foolish,” asleep.

The bloodshed of Tiananmen Square should 
be a turning point—it should open our eyes to 
the calamitous path Chinese intellectuals have 
been on over the past scores of years and 
make us acknowledge the distortion of our 
characters, our loss of spirit. Only by shoul
dering our responsibilities can we save our
selves and restore Chinese conscience and 
civilization. In doing so, we can finally honor 
the dead and.allow their blood to rejuvenate 
the body of our nation.

*  *  *  *

While writing this essay, I read that Lu 
Nianchun, Zhou Guogiang, Gao Feng and oth
ers had started a hunger strike protesting the 
Chinese government’s persecution of dissi

dents. Liu Nianchun’s 81-year-old mother, 
who “felt sad and enraged by the cruel perse
cution Liu has suffered . . . has gone on a fast 
at her home in Beijing in support of her son.” 
She has vowed to fast until the “unlawful 
actions are stopped.” This was in the news ten 
days ago. Now I don’t know what has hap
pened to either Liu Nianchun and the others, or 
to his elderly mother . . . Here is yet another 
mother who has given both of her sons to the 
cause of Chinese democracy: Liu Qing and 
Liu Nianchun. Since the 1950s, this family has 
gone through enormous suffering. Now over 
80 years old, she is offering her remaining life 
to uphold her son’s basic rights as a “prison
er” and to press the Chinese government to 
treat its prisoners fairly. Every person of good 
will must be touched by her determination. 
How can we rescue this mother?

1 do not want to hear of another such case in 
China—children taken away from their moth
ers, put behind bars, or slaughtered in the 
streets, the dead unmoumed, their mothers 
alone in the streets calling out for justice, 
being treated like foes. A nation should protect 
its mothers, not add to their travails. This is a 
source of national shame.

In response, we must rebuild China as a 
just, moral, democratic, and civilized nation. 
This is what is demanded of us by the mothers 
of those who have shed their blood for our 
country.

"Great Mothers ’’ was first published in 
Spring of Beijing (October, 1997).

The Last Wave
miss you, Shepard,” she said softly. He disen
gaged his arms but her hands were at his 
waist now, on his thighs, on the small of his 
back; she was tugging at his shirt with her 
teeth. “Ceil,” he began, “Listen, don’t. We. . 
.” but she swallowed it down with her kiss.

He woke scarcely early enough. The kids 
were stirring in the next room. There was the 
quick patter of feet from one bed to the other, 
barely contained squeals of laughter. He lift
ed himself up on his elbow. Ceil lay absorbed 
in sleep, and as always to him, lovely. His 
jeans, his shirt, lay tumbled in a comer. He 
disentangled himself from the sheets and 
pulled his clothes on quickly. One button was 
loose, and the fabric slightly tom. He hesitat
ed a moment by the bed, then reached impul
sively to stroke her hair, but stopped—awk
wardly, an unaccustomed gesture, he blew 
her a kiss instead.

* * *

It was odd, in retrospect, that she waited as 
long as she did. That she didn’t call first. She 
just drove up—three or four days had 
passed—as the grass blazed in the setting 
sun. The kids were wiggling in the back seat 
of the car. She didn’t let them out.

“Hello! Ceil! It’s good..
“Shepard.”
He stopped.
“You know, Shepard, you could have told

__ _ *» me.
He waited, staring at her.
“Oh, come on, don’t give me that look. You 

did it. You did it deliberately, just to hurt me. 
You wanted to get back at me, didn’t you? 
Can you never forgive?” That sudden lovely 
smile, but her eyes were icy. How she could 
do it, dissociate her expression like that—he 
took a step backward.

“Ceil,” he said as calmly as he could, “I 
don't even know—”

“Well, let’s just think then.” She was facile 
in speech, could keep up with any shift, knew 
in advance just when to interrupt. “You came 
to my house. You saw the dish there. I 
showed it to you. You knew I’d just gotten it 
that morning. You knew how much I liked it. 
Then—”

He closed his eyes, almost swaying. “Ceil, 
listen. I was on the phone. With you, you had

a flat tire, do you recall? The children—” 
“I’d put it back in the cupboard, too high 

for them to reach. Who took it out for them? 
Who?”

“We had supper. Timmie thought the straw
berries would look pretty—”

“And you didn’t put it up afterwards? I 
can’t believe it, Shepard. You just left it out? 
You know how attracted kids are to pretty 
things, you tempted them.”

“I did put it up, Ceil. They got a chair. I 
was on the phone to you. You can ask them.” 

“What do you want to do, cross-examine 
them? Damn, Shepard, they feel guilty 
enough already.”

“That isn’t what I was saying.”
“But it is. You say these things, then pre

tend like you never even said them. And then 
you’re all innocence, as if you—you!— 
would never hurt a . . . ”

“Ceil. Get out of here.”
But she wouldn’t. He knew that already. 

She had to have the right opening, one that 
would allow a triumphant exit; and he was 
shouting suddenly, but without sense, his 
anger haphazard and inept as always, while 
she parried with a word here, a word there, 
confident and calm. Then her smile soft
ened—what an enigma, this woman, and she 
began to speak once more, gently, with an 
almost visionary appeal; was she apologiz
ing? He could almost imagine it . . .on friend
ship. Friendship. And at the end, most ingen
iously put, (he figured it out later) she con
firmed his guilt; he (“we must each accept”) 
had to realize (“to comprehend our deepest 
selves”) his actions and their consequences 
(“the true meaning of our intent”) so that he 
was distracted, and numb with a futile hope, 
when she struck again (“The only one you 
can possibly hurt is yourself I’ll never let you 
hurt the children. God, what a wretched
father you’d make.”) and left.

* *  *

It was a Sunday in late September. The 
phone rang. There was a child’s voice on the 
other end, shy and hesitant at first. He didn’t 
know why he thought it was Maria. Had he 
really healed that much? But no, it was 
Timmie. “I been going to school, Shepard,” 
he said. “What you been doing?” How to say

. . . but Timmie went on in a sudden rush. 
"Today we picked apples. I helped make the 
sauce. Me and Wade helped. We could give 
you some.” A flicker of silence. There was 
something in the background, a voice. 
Then—’’Shepard?”

“Yes?”
“You still there?”
“Sure, Timmie.”
“Shepard, I been missing you some.”
“Yes.”
“Shepard . . .” Hesitant, maybe distracted; 

that murmur in the background. “Did you . . . ” 
his voice was hardly a whisper, and Shepard 
strained to hear it. “Do you—want to be a 
daddy, ever? Do you?”

“Ah, Timmie. Why?”
“Not everybody doesn’t. My daddy—does

n’t.” His voice was confused, soft. “But you 
can’t—you can’t have a baby—without a 
daddy.”

"That’s . . .true.”
“And me and Wade, we gonna—” a sudden 

tumble of words—“gonna have a baby. A 
brother, maybe, or maybe a sister.” Bright 
words, and excited. “Pretty soon next year, 
mommy says. She says, you. . .” He stopped 
short. There was silence, there was nothing.

Shepard was holding the phone so tight 
against his ear that it ached, but there was no 
more murmur in the background. At once he 
noticed how cramped his grip, and the crush
ing pressure against his skull. Horrified and 
shaking, he tore the receiver away from his 
ear—an inch perhaps, that was all. And sud
denly that small space was a vast gulf with 
the last wave breaking—and when it came 
again, Timmie’s voice was so far away.

“Shepard?”
He pulled the phone still further from his 

ear; oh, another inch, another—. The wave 
roared through.

"Shepard?”
How—just how—do you hang up on a 

child? His finger trembled on the disconnect 
button. He closed his eyes. There is no how. 
There is no way. You ju st.. .

Do.

Mary Moon Woodsen is a writer who 
lives near Ithaca.
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Why I Live Over The Moosewood Restaurant
Harriett Bley

Whenever 1 tell someone that I live in 
Ithaca, New York, invariably they ask, “Do 
you know the Moosewood Restaurant?”

1 say that 1 do, that I live right above it, 
three flights up.

“It is my extended dining room,” I say. 
“Whenever 1 don’t feel like cooking, or when 
friends visit, we eat at the Moosewood.” 

“How convenient,” says my Elderhostel 
luncheon companion who is seated opposite 
me. “How lovely. I ate there once when 1 vis
ited my niece at college. 1 still remember 
those delicious tofu dumplings.”

Now, this conversation is notable because it 
took place at a table under a banyan tree in the

garden of The Pagoda of Ten Thousand 
Dumplings in Ganzhou, China. Our intour 
guide had told us that this was where the best 
dumplings in mainland China were served. 
Actually he had said, smiling broadly “the best 
damn dumplings in mainland China.” He was 
gung-ho American; he wore a red, white, and 
blue bandana around his forehead and told us to 
call him Rambo. Which I did. “Listen, 
Rambo,” I said, “If you ever get to Ithaca, in 
the U.S. of A., be sure to look me up, I will treat 
you to some Moosewood dumplings which are 
also known to be pretty damned good. ”

The delicious Moosewood aromas that 
wafted up into my living room helped to ease 
the period of adjustment when we moved to 
Ithaca from the Upper West Side of 
Manhattan, from a block that had a twenty-

four-hour Tex-Mex restaurant on one comer 
and an all-night Cuban Szechuan eatery on the 
other. I could have followed my nose and 
found my way home blindfolded. When my 
son visited us in our new apartment, he greet
ed us with “What’s cooking, Mom? It smells 
great, and I’m starved.”

We hurried him down to the Moosewood. 
Later, when he got home, he sent us a box of 
sage- and pine-scented candles which, as he 
put it, would neutralize the smells from the 
restaurant. But for his father and me, those 
Moosewood smells are one of the chief 
charms of our downtown Ithaca apartment. 
Actually, I am negotiating with a local candle- 
maker to develop a line of Moosewood can
dles which will smell of Portuguese chowder, 
Persian split pea soup, or garlicky mushroom

frittatas, to name a few possibilities.
I have had Moosewood conversations with 

casual strangers in a noodle shop in Kyoto, in 
a farmers’ market in San Francisco, a kibbutz 
outside of Haifa, a Pousada in Portugal, and in 
the cookbook section of a Barnes and Noble 
in a shopping mall in Sedona, Arizona. A 
woman who had just bought a copy of 
Moosewood Restaurant Low-Fat Favorites 
wanted me to autograph it for her when she 
found out where I live. Though I was tempted 
to oblige her, in all modesty, 1 declined. I’m 
still not sure that I rate celebrity status simply 
because 1 live in Ithaca, New York—three 
flights up over the Moosewood Restaurant.

Harriett Bley is a retired high school 
English teacher from New York City.

Fiction

Excerpts from Horace Crutch Oberman Remembered:
An Oral History (Frondeur Press, 2001)

J. Robert Lennon

Frondeur Press is pleased to offer, as a 
companion volume to its Horace Crutch 
Oberman: A Life, this revealing anthology o f 
recollections from Oberman s friends, family, 
and acquaintances. A sample:

David Miniver, 19, store clerk: “I was clos
ing the donut shop early cause of my mom 
having to go get her thing removed, and this 
guy comes in and he’s like, ‘Have you a pen?’ 
Just like that. ‘Have you a pen?’ Except he did
n’t say pen, he said ‘writing instrument.’ And 
I’m like, ‘1 just cleaned that floor,’ and he’s 
like ‘Young man, do you know who I am?’ So 
I put the mop down and 1 say okay who are 
you, and he tells me and I’m like ‘Okay, 
Horace Crutch Oberman, now get the hell out 
of here.’ He just about freaked. Finally 1 had to 
call the cops and when they came he told them 
to arrest me. The guy was a loony. My mom 
almost missed her thing surgery.”

Annette DeCrum, 34, former student: “He 
used to write stuff on the board while he 
talked and we’d copy it down. Sometimes 
he’d forget himself and start talking about 
other things, like the weather. 1 have my old 
class notes right here. ‘Sunny today. Hope 
class ends before sun goes in. Walk to Campus 
Deli. Ham or roast beef? Muenster. Ham does 
not go with muenster.’ I remember that day, 
too, because 1 went to the deli after class. He 
was eating a sandwich. 1 said, ‘Roast beef 
with muenster?’ and he said, ‘Why yes! 
However did you know?”’

Eldridge Means, 59, neighbor: “Old white 
guy in 9C? Not really, we didn’t talk much. Is 
this for the paper? He go nuts and blow some 
people away? Because if you want me to say 
something about his cold dead eyes 1 can do 
that.”

Answers to crossword
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Lenia Oberman Frank, 71, sister: “He was 
not much fun when we were children. I would 
invite him to play house and he would sit 
cross-legged on the floor, staring at me with a 
quizzical expression. I might say, ‘I’ll be the 
mama and you be the daddy,’ and he would 
shake his head and say ‘I would feel out of 
place in such a role.’

“Oh, I was about seven and he was eleven. 
Daddy used to say that he was some kind of 
genius, but Mama knew better. She would 
whisper, ‘Your brother is very odd, dear. You 
must protect him.’ I’m afraid I once slapped a 
girl who called him strange. But when he’d 
gone away to college I went ahead and 
mocked him behind his back.

“It’s a shame my husband is dead. He used 
to do a wonderful impersonation of Horace 
putting money into his wallet. Every bill 
smoothed and inserted separately, in numeri
cal order. Really, it was quite a hoot.”

Betty Rack, 45, academic secretary: “He 
had some funny ideas about what they were 
paying me to do. ‘Betty, does this look infect
ed to you?’ ‘Betty, be a dear and pick up some 
shredded bark mulch for me during lunch, 
won’t you?’ ‘Betty, would you see to the spi
der in my office?’ I was going to have him 
talked to, but what was the point? The man 
had no clue.”

t

Edith Chopahonic, 75, childhood sweet
heart: “Yes, I loved him. We might have mar
ried, had we been twenty instead of ten. As it 
happened, my family moved away to France 
for two years—my father was an army offi
cer—and when I returned, I simply thought 
poor Horace was too peculiar.

“Well, he talked like a seventy-year-old 
man. 1 had thought that romantic, but at 
twelve it just seemed odd. And when I last 
saw him just before his death, he seemed to 
talk like a 150-year-old man.

“Well, of course I don’t know any. A hypo
thetical 150-year-old man, then.”

Don Klaxon, 57, mechanic: “He used to 
come in with these weird problems, except 
there weren’t any problems, the car ran fine. 
He’d say, ‘I detect a rattle,’ or ‘1 detect a rum
bling.’ Always ‘1 detect’ something. First cou
ple times I didn’t charge him, but then I got 
wise and started making up some problem to 
tell him I solved. ‘You were right, Mr. O, it 
was the carburetor.’

After that he started bringing the thing in 
more often. I felt guilty for awhile, but it was 
like I was his shrink, that’s how I explained it 
to myself. ‘Don’t worry, sir, everything’s okay 
now.'

“Of course I remember. ’79 Olds Cutlass 
Sierra. I never repaired the thing in fifteen

years. He couldn’t have driven it more than 
five miles a week.”

Sandra Frank-Gumm, 26, grandniece: “All 
I really remember’s that mom told us to stay 
away from Uncle Horace, so 1 did. He was 
always sending us postcards, even though we 
never wrote back. He was real friendly.

“I dunno, Mom never said. I guess we fig
ured it was some kind of sex thing. You know, 
dirty old man, never married and all that. I do 
remember one time he hugged me and 1 felt 
this hard thing poking into my leg, but it 
turned out he had a bottle of pills in his pock
et. Like doctor pills, not like drugs or some
thing. I still cried though.”

Lawrence Talc, 37, neighbor: “He had a big 
yard sale where he was getting rid of lots of 
books. I wanted to buy this thriller, this sort of 
mystery book. It said fifty cents so I offered 
him a quarter. And the guy argued! ‘The price 
marked is the price I shall accept, sir.’ He 
called me sir. So I figured whatever, and I 
gave him the fifty cents. Then I got the thing 
home and it’s all scribbled in and underlined. 
I could hardly read it.

“Oh, just notes and scribbles. Like a picture 
of a cat with a little mouse tail sticking out of 
its mouth, or there was this one line about how 
the killer stabs this woman in the throat, and 
it’s underlined and there’s a note, ‘The pierc
ing of the feminine will.’ I remember that one 
because I showed it to my wife, and now 
sometimes when we’re arguing she says 
‘You’re piercing my feminine will!’ and we 
crack up. Or we’re all romantic and she’ll say, 
‘Oh, Larry, pierce my feminine will.’ She’s 
really a scream.

“The book? Yeah, do you want it? I’ll give 
it to you for ten bucks. That’s right—the price 
marked is the price I shall accept, sir. Not a 
penny less.”

Matt Spurge, 14, bystander: “I think I saw 
him barf into the gutter out in front of the 
library once. Fat guy, big mustache? Oh, well 
then I don’t know who you’re talking about.”

Linda Haim, 59, university dean: “Horace 
was supposed to deliver the lecture for last 
spring’s faculty luncheon, but he forgot all 
about it. It was tragic, really.

“No, 1 called him and he made up some crazy 
story about having to wait for the gas man, and 
then the gas man came and fell down the stairs 
and so he had to wait for the ambulance, and 
then they wanted him to come to the hospital to 
administer CPR. It was very embarrassing. He 
said, ‘Well, Mrs. Haim’—he absolutely would 
not call me Miz, let alone Linda—‘on balance, 
a human life is worth more than your silly 
luncheon, don’t you agree?’ 1 could hear ‘Days

of Our Lives’ in the background.
“We would have had to force his retirement. 

I’m afraid. I’m glad it didn’t come to that. Not 
that I’m glad he’s dead.”

Albert Lippincott, 56, mailman: “Nothing 
was ever good enough for that one. If 1 left the 
package on the porch he complained about the 
rain. If I knocked, he complained about me 
interrupting his nap. If I left a slip he com
plained because he didn’t drive and he would 
have had to drive out to the mail P.O. Except 
he did drive, I saw him, I saw his car.

“Plants. Always plants from greenhouses 
halfway across the country. Not that I ever 
saw him gardening. All he did all day is write 
letters to the editor and sleep. That’s it.

“Yeah, 1 heard that, but I don’t know what 
he could have taught them.”

Katya Drape and Lubella Jackson, both 7, 
neighborhood children: “That’s the crazy 
guy’s house.

“What one?
“The one what eats kids. He’s got a big 

oven and he catches them and cooks them.
“Huh-uh!
“Yuh-huh!
“That guy’s dead. The house is haunted.
“His ghost eats kids!
“You eat kids!
“Shut up!!!
“Shut me up!”

Jennifer Maron, 38, police officer: “Mr. 
Oberman was well known to the force. He 
drove extremely slowly. Several times he was 
issued tickets for obstructing traffic, which he 
contested before the judge. The judge was 
always lenient. My impression was that Mr. 
Oberman feared becoming involved in a dead
ly accident. We do appreciate driver caution, 
but Mr. Oberman’s slow driving often came 
close to causing an accident. It is hard to know 
what to say to someone like that.”

Martin Sales, 47%olleague: “I don’t under
stand. You’re writing a book about Horace? 
Why are you doing that?

“1 still don’t understand. Who would read 
such a thing?

“Let me think about it. That’s a toughie. 
Just let me think it over. Look, are you look
ing for manuscripts? 1 mean, Horace—he 
wasn’t really doing what you’d call ground
breaking work, you know? 1 have something 
I’ve been trying—

“Ah. Well. No, then. I don’t think 1 have 
anything to say.”

J. Robert Lennon is the author of three 
novels, The Light of Falling Stars, The 
Funnies and On the Night Plain.
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Terrain of Identifying Marks
continued from page 3

Nor does it show, in catalogs of upscale travel outfits, what to wear 
to meet the overhanging wall of fire, the sea arisen. Only tags 
for care and handling of the inhaled ad, the addict’s must-have 
now marked down in inventory overload.
No need:
Left to itself, the human skin alone—puckering its frozen blued likeness 
or popping spitted juices, shake of flametip shadow vaporizing— 
is sufficient. Snapshot blur of each absence meshes with who are all those 
others out there? Horizon line unscrolls, its curve charts past the point 
of mother wit to fathom it. Disaster in nature mocks and mentors us, 
the mind’s savagery berserks beyond where there be dragons.

Caverns of loss surround, we dig up cities long sped past.
Streets and ceilings change place in layers, dwellings ladder deep, springs 
well up from snaking veins of liquid ore. Encaved heavens rise in bat sonar 
above explorer crawl. From broken tunnel walls rear and paw 
the extinct. I am here, exults my handprint. Mountain ridge bareness 
yields to valley fringing in green moment. Work melds to hand and back. 
Chorus marks rhythmic effort, legends banner in ritual time.

So what to keep, what for the outgo box? Wish I had notched edges 
on my shorts and tops. The thin and thick of it tried on in seasonal review. 
Creases score velour inner elbows, the too-tight-now, it never really fit, 
sheen moves well, what was I thinking? A pile of sweaters, some still good 
for another winter siege, contour in wool and whatnot. Falls resistless 
in timelapse photography, collapse geologic. Two strands, rough fiber, 
press femlike into intact snowman’s pelvic jut. Tweezered and bagged.

Lava cracks open, open sesame delivers storehoused alleys, rooms. Clues 
guess at social layout. These were the baths, here they patted and shoveled 
their daily bread, walls scorched, here they dined with wine, there reclined. 
We draw about us haven, draw it close, convinced it is ours to keep, 
all evidence proving a contrary function. Clay skin is cast, 
the sculpted gestures are lifesize. Hands grasp, shield, reach, 
hand covering smaller head, hands clasped in last loveknot 
to hold back, hold back all
but love’s breath and love’s soar from magnet earth.

Have you seen me? The mind is shocked out of named memory.
Can you tell me who I am? Does my photo remind you 
of anyone? Of someone? Somewhere on the planet?
The repeatedly photocopied images grow faint, the paper comers 
tear from where taped. They hang facing crooked views 
they falter, litter neighborhood mazes, they are blown, 
scatter the roads to each next place, tatter the glass sea broken.
Terrain of body’s features and identifying marks 
pluck everywhere to hand. In my passport mugshot 
my dimple does not show. How would anybody know?

Through warped wreckage, through my living fear, I peer out.
An almost recognizable form moves. Is it you, are you, are we not 
kin? Are we not all the longlost? Continuum of magic phrases marking 
all lingual family sides, revealing linked form? One more survival cry, one 
taking after generations of each other? Is it not time our eyes met? That we 
speak and hear and know our chosen only name?

Carol Rubenstein lives to write in Ithaca.

Folded Lie
continued from page 1

couched in theologic and biblical terms. Both 
bin Laden and Bush, each in his own way, are 
bom-agains who speak a mirroring language, so 
stark and ideological, one is struck by how 
much of this “war” is a war of words. Words, it 
should be said, which are aimed not at “the 
enemy” but their own people.

For Auden, as well, it is a matter of words. 
“All 1 have is a voice,” he says, ‘To undo the 
folded lie.” In these lines we hear what we want 
from poetry. A human voice we trust. It’s what 
we go on. Not “the windiest militant trash / 
Important Persons shout.” But something, 
rather, down to earth that cuts through “the lie 
of Authority” as well as “the romantic lie in the 
brain/ Of the sensual man-in-the-street.” 
Whenever Auden wants to say something anti
dotal, he turns to our origins in childhood and a 
simple, virtually aphoristic language:

I and the public know 
What all schoolchildren learn,
Those to whom evil is done 
Do evil in return.

Auden wants to bring us down to size. 
“Evil” is a simple moral term here, not the 
Evil figured in Revelations; it means cruel 
things. Human monstrousness comes out of 
vulnerable human beginnings. Further on, 
Auden will say that from our basic wishes bad 
deeds originate; from our deepest yearnings

come a willingness to believe in lies:

For the error bred in the bone 
Of each woman and each man 
Craves what it cannot have,
Not universal love 
But to be loved alone.

And it’s childhood, too, that underlies why, 
even as world-changing events are taking place:

the faces along the bar 
cling to their average day

Lest we should see where we are.
Lost in a haunted wood.
Children afraid of the night
Who have never been happy or good.

It’s curious how much Auden wants to found 
a poem about politics in the pre-political.

What do we want from the voice of public 
poetry? Hope to be given? Something to cele
brate, to affirm? I’m not sure this poem of 
Auden’s, if written today, would be anything 
but notorious. I don’t know who would be sat
isfied with its isolated speaker, its reduction of 
large historical forces to small ones, its insis
tence on the squalling infant audible behind 
the broadcast trash talk. In “September 1, 
1939,” no one comes off well. No one is par
ticularly admirable. There are no heroes.

Or almost none. In the final stanza, there 
are, however, the Just who “flash out” “ironic

points of light.” Here is another reason the 
poem would not be popular now. Auden sides 
with irony. The poem does end with an affir
mation, but the “affirming flame” is the flame 
not of hope but irony.

Why irony ? (“Now with 50% less irony!” 
reads the sticker on a book in a recent Roz 
Chast cartoon.) Suddenly, we think so little of 
it now. As if we are relieved to be able to think 
and feel with an unchallenged, unequivocal 
certainty. But the trouble is, as Yeats put it in 
“The Second Coming,” that “the worst are 
filled with a passionate intensity.” The ironic 
mind that Auden links to justice is not a cyni
cal one. It’s one that looks behind the aroused 
surface and sees something very different 
going on. The ironic temper will acknowledge 
that it is composed “of Eros and of dust” and 
will call things by their real names, however 
unflattering, as Auden attempts to do here.

Auden didn’t include “September I, 1939” 
in his collected poems. He came to dislike the 
line, “we must love one another or die.” "A 
damned lie!” he called it. But it, too, was writ
ten out of a wish, as were the lines that pre
cede it: “There is no such thing as the 
State/And no one exists alone;/Hunger allows 
no choice/to the citizen or the police.” My 
guess is that Auden rejected these antitheses, 
the unironic absolutism of it, its desperate fer
vor. He even changed the offending line to 
“we must love one another and die,” but in the 
end, Auden scrapped the entire poem; it was, 
he wrote, “infected with an incurable dishon

esty.” I imagine Auden felt the poem too 
weighed down by the kind of political lan
guage he calls up to expose and unmask.

The lines that continue to haunt, however, 
are these: “All I have is a voice/To undo the 
folded lie.” This voice is disarmed, undefend
ed. In the paradox of poetry, it comes across as 
strong because of that. By “the folded lie” 
Auden may have meant the news of the day, 
what’s in the papers. That’s what he, that’s 
what we, are up against.

What is this voice, then, that is all we have? 
It is the one which occupies the subject position, 
whose words speak not just from that position 
but for it. For Auden that meant acknowledging 
we are “lost in a haunted woodyChildren afraid 
of the night.” The Russian poet Marina 
Tsvetaeva once said that all poets were Jews. By 
which she meant that poets speak from the hurt, 
vulnerable, powerless place. Even the voice of 
public poetry must do that. That voice is tanta
mount to poetry’s Bill of Rights which includes 
the rights of the dead.

When events of great enormity make poets 
feel insignificant, wishing to toss their poems 
away as J. Robert Lennon’s friend felt the 
impulse to do, they should remember, howev
er difficult it is, that someone must remain 
close to the ground, at eye-level, inadequate to 
the occasion, yet seeking, in words, the means 
to rise to it.

David Weiss teaches writing at Hobart and 
William Smith Colleges.
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